ANTHEM is an education
charity that runs a group of
state-funded primary and
secondary schools to give
children a better future.
Our schools work in
collaboration as one entity to
improve and maintain high
educational standards,
experiences and outcomes
across the Trust. Our single
legal and moral purpose is to
advance education for public
benefit. We are a company
limited by guarantee and an
exempt charity.
Anthem started out in 2011
with just three schools,
and now serves over 8,000
children and young people
across the East Midlands,
London and Thames Valley.
Our vision is that by working
together, we will create
ambitious and successful
schools in which every
child thrives.

Anthem schools are diverse
and serve many different
communities. They are all
united by a shared ambition
for children and young people,
which is underpinned by a
commitment to integrity,
collaboration and excellence.
These values are brought to
life through our schools’ own
identities and approaches,

creating thriving local schools
that meet their communities’
needs. We believe in the
benefits of working with
others. We actively encourage
our schools to collaborate
across the Trust and beyond,
so that we all continually learn
and improve.

International not-for-profit
company Education
Development Trust acts as the
principal sponsor of Anthem,
holding Trustees to account
for the delivery of school
improvement. Our two
organisations are legally and
operationally separate.
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15. Judith Kerr Primary
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OUR schools are set within a huge variety of contexts and communities, from remote rural
settings to inner cities and provincial suburbs. A number of our schools face significant
challenges within the communities they serve, from high levels of socio-economic
disadvantage and pupil mobility, to large numbers of learners with additional needs.
Anthem school leaders and teachers define the curriculum that matters to their community,
built upon a culture of inclusion, belonging, safety and excellent relationships, which provides
high-quality educational experiences and outcomes for all. Pupils thrive, as a result of excellent
teaching that builds on pupils’ knowledge and skills over time, enabling them to become
responsible, respectful, compassionate global citizens.

OUR pupils come from all
kinds of families, places and
backgrounds. We understand
that everyone has different
starting points and work
hard to make our schools
places where all children and
young people feel valued and
get the support and
understanding they need to
thrive.

There were no Primary assessments in 2020 because of the coronavirus pandemic, so there are no performance
outcomes to report for our Primary schools in this period.
This academic year was an unconventional one in many respects, not least in terms of GCSE
and A level exams and grades. Once the government had taken the decision to scrap the exams
themselves, schools were asked to submit Centre-Assessed Grades (CAGs) to their respective
awarding bodies.

As anticipated, in many cases these were significantly higher than grades previously awarded
following examinations, so an attempt was made by Ofqual to create an algorithm that would
remove bias and prevent grade inflation. This was initially used for the A level grades in August
and resulted in around 40% of students nationally receiving grades lower than their CAGs.
This was immediately followed by a national outcry leading to a government U-turn and
students then being awarded whichever grade was higher of their CAG and their Ofqual
calculated grade. The same policy was then used for the GCSE grades.
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WHEN the country went
into lockdown in March
2020, amazing acts of
kindness, generosity,
creativity and integrity shone
out across Anthem. Our
schools fed families, made
PPE equipment and stayed
open to support vulnerable
children as well as those
whose parents found
themselves on the frontline

of the Covid crisis keeping
essential services running,
and paid thousands of home
visits to vulnerable children
and families unable to come
into school. Anthem’s
curriculum and IT teams
collaborated closely to rapidly
establish remote education
provision across the Trust,
helping schools get to grips
with new tools such as

Microsoft Teams and Google
Classroom to keep children
and young people engaged
with their learning. To
ensure pupils with SEND
were properly supported in
periods of lockdown,
Anthem’s Head of Inclusion
mobilised an army of SEND
professionals to help them
manage the transition to
home learning.
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CAPITAL projects cover
improvements to the learning
environment in our schools.
In the past year, these have
included building an outdoor
classroom at Meadow Park
Academy, improvements to
outside space at Gladstone
Park Primary, and classroom
alterations at Benjamin Adlard
Primary to enable the school to
take more pupils.
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